EMPOWERING FRONTLINE WORKERS
with wearable computing and augmented intelligence

END-TO-END AR SOLUTION FOR ENTERPRISES
Achieve maximum efficiency by deploying the world‘s first fully
integrated wearable computing platform
What is Ubimax Frontline?
Ubimax Frontline is an industry proven,
fully integrated end-to-end augmented
reality software platform for wearable
computing devices including smart glasses, smartwatches, wrist computers, smartphones and tablets.

▪▪ Frontend solution as a human-machine
interface with many forms of interaction
▪▪ Backend solution to manage applications, hardware, users and their tasks
▪▪ Technology platform to define processes, information and interaction

Ubimax is the global market leader for enterprise wearables and
AR solutions with a robust partner base and suite of offerings
spanning end-to-end.
- ABI Research

What can you do with it?
Ubimax Frontline supports manual processes along the entire value chain:

▪▪ Warehousing and logistics: single- and
multi-order picking, sequencing, kitting,
incoming and outgoing goods, packing,
sorting, value added services, ...
▪▪ Production and assembly: worker guidance, production preparation, commis-

sioning and retooling of machines, machine and process monitoring, quality
assurance
▪▪ After Sales Service: remote support, inspection, maintenance, repair, and overhaul
▪▪ Training: of new employees
▪▪ Health and safety: danger prevention
e.g. by showing warning notifications

UBIMAX FRONTLINE PLATFORM
All-in-one solution to manage your workforce, devices,
troubleshoot, and create AR applications
What does it consist of?

Frontline
Creator

▪▪ Create AR applications
▪▪ Build workflows
▪▪ Modify processes
▪▪ Design user interfaces

Frontline
Command Center

Frontline
Workplace

▪▪ Manage workers & devices
▪▪ Coordinate & assign tasks
▪▪ Generate reports & KPIs
▪▪ Troubleshoot

▪▪ Adaptive user interface
▪▪ Automatic syncing of tasks
▪▪ Barcode scanning
▪▪ Documentation features

Ubimax Solutions

Partner Solutions

Construction
Healthcare

... and more
Food

What are the benefits?
Enjoy enviable return on your investment,
in addition to dramatically altering the way
you do business:

Easy integration:

Fast ROI:

Simple configuration and self-service:

▪▪ Elimination of non-value-added process-

▪▪ Graphical interface with drag & drop and

es, (productivity increase of 15-30%)
▪▪ Reduction of error rates down to zero
▪▪ Simple information provision to workers

point & click interaction
▪▪ No extra software installation required,
uses web technology

▪▪ Using existing interfaces and methods
▪▪ Broad support of management systems

Selected references from over 250 projects
”The technicians are happy. When you give them the possibility to stay focused on what
they know, i.e. technics, and you remove all administrative tasks, they are happy, because they do exactly what they like to do.“
| Melanie Bergier, MRO Director, Airbus Helicopters

Up to 70% faster repairs at
all 347 U.S. dealerships

>25% faster picking and
high user acceptance

40% faster inspection time
and zero input errors

>10% faster processes and
automatic documentation

99,99% picking accuracy
and easy scalability

Intuitive to use resulting in
50% less errors

22% increased speed in
picking and 10% less errors

60% faster machine repairs
and reduced travel costs

Increased ergonomics and
faster training times

High quality products with
quick return on investment

Zero error rate with a 25%
speed increase

Zero errors and flexible
employee deployment

High quality assurance at
end-of-line inspection

Increased efficiency with
reduced errors

1600% speed increase with
99.9% supply accuracy
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